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Mayer takes over as coach for
Somerset baseball program
SPORTS, 1B

1Tub-to-shower conversions and fiberglass replacements typically require a two-day installation. 2Lifetime warranty valid for as long as you own your home. *Offer ends 11/15/2021. All offers apply to a complete Bath Fitter system only, and must be presented and used at time of estimate. Minimum purchase required. May not be combined with other offers or
applied to previous purchases. Valid only at select Bath Fitter locations. Offers and warranty subject to limitations. Plumbing work done by P.U.L.S.E. Plumbing. MD MPL #17499, NJ MPL #10655, DE MPL #PL-0002303, MD MPL #82842, VA MPL #2710064024, IA MPL #18066, OH MPL #37445, WV MPL #PL07514, MI MPL #8111651. PA HIC #PA017017, NJ HIC
#13VH03073000, WV HIC #WV053085, MD HIC #129436, VA HIC #2705155694, MD HIC #122356, VA HIC #2705096759, IA HIC #C112725, WV HIC #WV038808, MD HIC #129995, VA HIC #2705146537, DC HIC #420213000044. Each Franchise Independently Owned And Operated By Bath Saver, Inc, Iowa Bath Solutions, LLC, Ohio Bath Solutions, LLC, Mid Atlantic
Bath Solutions, LLC.
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FITS YOUR life
With our unique tub-over-tub liners, replacements, and
tub-to-shower conversions we can complete your bathroom
renovation in as little as a day. At Bath Fitter, we don’t just fit
your bath, we fit your life. Why have over two million people
brought Bath Fitter into their homes? It Just Fits.
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Conemaugh Meyersdale Medical
Center CEO Heather Smith will be tak-
ing over as chief operating officer at Co-
nemaugh Memorial Medical Center in
Johnstown.

After spending more
than 20 years in Meyers-
dale, Smith was promot-
ed to her new position in
Johnstown.

Smith said she will
miss working with the
Meyersdale hospital

teams where she started in 2000. She

was promoted to CEO in 2014.
"I am so proud of our teams in Mey-

ersdale and the way that they have con-
tinued to work together to meet the
needs of our community during this on-
going crisis,” Smith said.

“It is a uniquely challenging time in
the health care industry, but I know that
we will emerge from these obstacles

stronger than before. I am eager to help
lead our team at Conemaugh Memorial
Medical Center into an unchartered, but
promising, future.”

Smith grew up in Fairhope and at-
tended Berlin Brothersvalley Area
School District. She then went on to the 

Meyersdale hospital CEO takes Johnstown leadership position
Dylan Johnson
The Daily American
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Smith

See CEO, Page 3A

A community group is asking for
help to replace the giant 30-by-60-foot
flag over the Pennsylvania Turnpike
interchange in Somerset earlier this
year.

Somerset County Flag Committee
spokesman Stewart Saylor said that
heavy winds in July caused the flag to
get caught on the pulley mechanism. It
took the help of a 180-foot crane to un-
hook the flag.

In the three months it took to bring
in the crane, however, the flag had be-
come damaged beyond reasonable re-
pair.

Saylor said it cost the committee
nearly $4,000 to rent the crane. Re-
pairing the flag would cost approxi-
mately $500.

“It’s drastically reduced our funds
available for new flags or mainte-
nance,” he said.

The group started a GoFundMe
page to raise $3,900 for new flags and
future maintenance. They had raised
$85.

The committee is also responsible
for maintenance at the whole Veterans
Memorial Plaza near the turnpike,
which is on lease from the Quality Inn.

While the group waits for a new full-
sized flag, other smaller flags will be
flown this winter.

Saylor said the flags are taken down
about once per month in the winter for
repairs.

A new full-sized flag will cost about
$2,000.

Follow Dylan Johnson on Twitter
@DADylanJohnson and on Facebook
at facebook.com/DylanJohnsonDai-
lyAmerican.

Somerset’s
giant flag
damaged
earlier
this year
Dylan Johnson
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Nearly 70 years after his death dur-
ing the Korean conflict, the family of
Cpl. Anthony G. Orlandi was able to
publicly honor him on Friday by dedi-

cating a bridge in his name near his
hometown of Jerome.

The Corporal Anthony G. Orlandi
Memorial Bridge refers to the two
bridges that carry the southbound and
northbound lanes of U.S. Route 219 over 

Never forgotten

Relatives of Cpl. Anthony G. Orlandi of Jerome are pictured with a copy of the sign at Friday's bridge dedication
ceremony. From left to right are: Jack Orlandi, a nephew; Rosemarie Livengood, a niece; Gene Orlandi, a nephew; Reggie
Orlandi Larrimer, a niece; Jackie Orlandi, a niece; Rena Rhodes, a niece; and Marie Fennell, a great niece.
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Cpl. Anthony Orlandi remembered at
Jerome bridge dedication ceremony
Beth Ann Miller
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Cpl.
Anthony G.
Orlandi in
his military
uniform.
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